ELDERLY & DISABLED SEATING FOR GRADUATIONS

There will be reserved seating down in front for guests who have trouble with stairs. In order to accommodate everyone, we request that companions be limited to only 1 or 2. (If you are issuing tickets for these rows, insert that info here.)

VERY IMPORTANT: To access the front section of the Amphitheatre, guests with valid Handicap Parking tags should park in the UPPER SOUTH LOT. An accessible shuttle will take you up the backstage road to a ramp leading to Row 1. If you need this assistance but do not have handicap parking tags, you may be dropped off at the entrance to the handicap parking in the Upper South Lot.

All park entrances can access all parking lots, although entrances 2, 3 & 4 have the most direct access to the Upper South Lot. Guests should arrive as early as possible to ensure space availability and to reach their seats prior to the start time.

Once inside the Amphitheatre you will need to climb stairs to reach all rows above Row 1. Only Row 1 is accessible to wheelchairs.

Accessible restrooms are available at the south amphitheatre entrance, new North Concession Stand, and at the top of the amphitheatre.